Padé-approximant treatments of the known terms of the QCD β-function are seen to develop possible infrared fixed point structure only if the number of fermion flavours is sufficiently large. This flavour threshold is seen to be between six and nine flavours, depending upon both the specific choice of approximant as well as on the presentlyunknown five-loop β-function contribution. Below this flavour threshold, Padé approximants based upon the QCD β-function manifest the same infrared attractor structure as that which characterizes the exact NSVZ β-function of supersymmetric gluodynamics. Such infrared attractor structure is also seen to characterize Padé-approximant treatments of vector SU (N ) gauge theory in the large N limit, suggesting common infrared dynamics for the strong and weak phases of this theory.
Although the ultraviolet properties of the QCD couplant constant are now quite precisely determined via knowledge of the four-loop-order MS β-function, 1 the infrared behaviour of the QCD couplant remains a mystery. The simplest possibility would be for the existence of an infrared-stable fixed point (IRFP) in the couplant. However, since QCD with a small number of fermion flavours n f is a confining theory, one should anticipate that the relevant degrees of freedom for QCD are essentially different in the infrared (hadrons) and ultraviolet (quarks and gluons) regions. Such expectations would argue against the existence of an IRFP. Indeed, a lattice study has indicated that for three colours, an infrared fixed point is not possible until n f ≥ 7, 2 a result qualitatively similar to the n f threshold anticipated from β-functions truncated after two-loop order. The present work (which is presented in detail elsewhere 4 ) utilizes Padé approximants constructed from the known terms of the N c = 3 QCD MS β-function for various numbers of flavours in order to extract infrared properties that are common to all such approximants. Consider for example the general case of a k-loop β-function series The N +M coefficients a i and b j within the approximant are completely determined by the requirement that the power series expansion of the approximant reproduce the original k-loop series. Approximants such as that occurring within (1) can be utilized to obtain information about whether their underlying function exhibits a zero or a pole, provided such information is not specific to only a small subset of possible approximants. 5 For example, the approximant in (1) can be said to support the existence of an infrared fixed point provided there exists a positive numerator zero which precedes any positive zeros of the denominator. In ref. , and examine for a given choice of n f the range of R 4 for which there exists a positive numerator zero which precedes any positive denominator zeros. Surprisingly, we find for all three approximants that no value for R 4 will permit this to happen until n f equals or exceeds a threshold value. This threshold value for IRFP's to occur within [2|2]-, [1|3]-, and [3|1]-approximant versions of the QCD β-function is respectively found to be n f = 7, n f = 9, and n f = 6, values more or less consistent with lattice expectations. , which necessarily implies that a positive denominator zero is possible only for one sign (positive) of R 4 . Nevertheless, if n f ≤ 7 and if R 4 is positive but otherwise arbitrary (positivity of R 4 for n f ≤ 7 is anticipated from an asymptotic Padé-approximant prediction of the n f -dependence within the five-loop contribution to the QCD β-function 6 ), the positive zero of the [3|1]-approximant denominator is always seen to precede any positive zeros of the [3|1]-approximant numerator. Thus, the various approximants considered above all point toward infrared dynamics for the n f ≤ 5 QCD β-function that are governed by a pole, rather than an IRFP.
It should be noted that such a pole is already known to characterize the exact NSVZ β-function of N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (supersymmetric gluodynamics), 7 and is indicative of startling infrared dynamics involving a strong and weak phase linked to common infrared properties (e.g., equivalent vacuum condensates) and a common infrared limit for the value of the couplant α(µ). 8 The momentum scale µ c characterizing this limiting value is seen to be the minimum value of µ for which the coupling constant is real. Thus, the value µ c determines the boundary of the infrared region below which supersymmetric gluodynamics as a theory of gluinos and gluons ceases to exist. The Padé-approximant analysis described above suggests that such infrared dynamics may also characterize n f 5 QCD, with µ c corresponding to an O(500 − 600 MeV) infrared boundary on QCD as a gauge theory of quarks and gluons, 4 below which one is compelled to utilize hadronic degrees of freedom. An infrared pole is also seen to characterize 4 Infrared dynamics common to weak and strong phases, as anticipated from such a β-function pole, may help account for the similar glueball spectra obtained via lattice methods 9 and via supergravity wave equations in a black hole geometry, 10 as found from duality to large N c gauge theories.
